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About This Game

Isotiles is an isometric puzzle game played on a grid. The goal of the game is to turn all of the blue tiles red and then reach the
exit tile. There are 50 levels to play through with increasing difficulty and added obstacles.
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Isotiles? more like iso-level 44 is awful-tiles. A fun little puzzle game! The 50 levels seemed to fly by, but I had fun with it.
Worth picking up if you want something to kill an hour or so with.. Nice game.
Not too difficult.
I finished in 98 minutes - so not too long.
An enjoyable time for only two bucks.. A nice minimalist puzzle game of the 'pass over all the tiles on the level' genre.
Additional mechanics and special types of tiles are introduced as you work through the 50 levels, and while the levels never get
super difficult there is some thought required. The interface is simple but works well for the subject. Not a huge amount of
content but worth it for the price.. Had to restart everything the second time I opened it because it apparently didn't save.

The puzzles are very easy and there's no undone button, so you have to restart if you make a mistake. The music is not very
good.. Good and simple
you have to use every block on the map
But you are not able to move on them twice unless it have a number on them

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O7Bh1yafS7Y. Fun stategy game for when you are procrastinating homework!
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If youre braindead this game is for you.
BTW some achievments dont work.I wasted 2.8 hours on this crap.
DON T BUY!. The only complaint is that there were only 50 levels. Well worth the little money.. very relaxing puzzle game
simple graphics - simple concept - brough it cos i had immense toothache and needed something chilled to play - actually
enjoyed playing it so far
. Pleasant little puzzle game. Great little puzzle game to kill some time.
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